
Name:  ____________________________     Spelling List E-2

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Aria took her umbrela to school because it was raining.      1.  _________________

2.  Wyatt's class is learning about latitude and longetude.      2.  _________________

3.  Look how those dark storm clouds obscure the sunlight!      3.  _________________

4.  Penny's nail polish is gold with a slight shimmer.      4.  _________________

5.  Mr. Liberti gave the singal, and the race began.                   5.  _________________

6.  Mr. Randolph threw away the plastic fork because      6.  _________________
it had a broken prong.  

7.  “This poem sounds like nonesense,” said Tim.                         7.  _________________

8.  When Ruthie's parents punish her for disobeying, they      8.  _________________
take away one of her favorite toys.  

9.  Jared's fingertips looked shrivaled from staying in the      9.  _________________
swimming pool so long.  

10.  After I was done skiing, I went to the lodje to warm up.    10.  _________________

11.  Najila spent a couple of minutes pondering what topic    11.  _________________
she should choose for her writing assignment. 

12.  Do you know how to ignight a fire with these matches?    12.  _________________
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13.  Kiera will nominate Lashonda for class president.               13.  _________________

14.  It's amazing to watch a spider spinning its web.    14.  _________________

15.  If you stretch beforehand, you'll be less likely to ingure    15.  _________________
yourself during exercise. 

16.  Ace's doctor checked his pulse at his annual visit.              16.  _________________

17.  When Imelda's family went out for ice cream, she    17.  _________________
ordered the “Altimate Cookie Dough Sundae.”

18.  Mrs.  Sutherland watered her plants because they    18.  _________________
looked wilted.  

19.  Do you think the newspaper will publish the story?    19.  _________________

20.  What function does this odd-looking gadget perform?    20.  _________________

Review Words

21.  Veronica and Michael had a contest to see who could    21.  _________________
jump higher. 

22.  The toddler used her finger to point at the apple juice.    22.  _________________

23.  Here is a clothe you can use to clean your glasses.    23.  _________________

Challenge Words

24.  Hayden's stomach was rumbling from hunger.    24.  _________________

25.  An ostrige can run as fast as 70 kilometers per hour.    25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Aria took her  umbrela  to school because it was raining.    1. umbrella

2.  Wyatt's class is learning about latitude and  longetude.      2. longitude

3.  Look how those dark storm clouds  obscure  the sunlight!    3.  CORRECT

4.  Penny's nail polish is gold with a slight  shimmer.      4. CORRECT

5.  Mr. Liberti gave the  singal,  and the race began.                 5. signal

6.  Mr. Randolph threw away the plastic fork because      6. CORRECT
it had a broken  prong.  

7.  “This poem sounds like  nonesense,”  said Tim.                       7. nonsense

8.  When Ruthie's parents  punish  her for disobeying, they      8. CORRECT
take away one of her favorite toys.  

9.  Jared's fingertips looked  shrivaled  from staying in the      9. shriveled 
swimming pool so long.  

10.  After I was done skiing, I went to the  lodje  to warm up.    10. lodge

11.  Najila spent a couple of minutes  pondering  what topic   11. CORRECT
she should choose for her writing assignment. 

12.  Do you know how to  ignight  a fire with these matches?  12. ignite 
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ANSWER KEY
13.  Kiera will  nominate  Lashonda for class president.               13. CORRECT

14.  It's amazing to watch a spider  spinning  its web.    14. CORRECT

15.  If you stretch beforehand, you'll be less likely to  ingure    15. injure
yourself during exercise. 

16.  Ace's doctor checked his  pulse  at his annual visit.            16. CORRECT

17.  When Imelda's family went out for ice cream, she    17. Ultimate
ordered the  “Altimate  Cookie Dough Sundae.”

18.  Mrs.  Sutherland watered her plants because they    18. CORRECT
looked  wilted.  

19.  Do you think the newspaper will  publish  the story?    19. CORRECT

20.  What  function  does this odd-looking gadget perform?    20.  CORRECT

Review Words

21.  Veronica and Michael had a contest to see who could    21. CORRECT
jump  higher. 

22.  The toddler used her  finger  to point at the apple juice.    22. CORRECT

23.  Here is a  clothe  you can use to clean your glasses.    23. cloth

Challenge Words

24.  Hayden's stomach was rumbling from  hunger.    24. CORRECT

25.  An  ostrige  can run as fast as 70 kilometers per hour.    25. ostrich 
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